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Solve real-world data problems and create data-driven workflows for easy data movement and

processing at scale with Azure Data FactoryKey FeaturesLearn how to load and transform data

from various sources, both on-premises and on cloudUse Azure Data Factory’s visual

environment to build and manage hybrid ETL pipelinesDiscover how to prepare, transform,

process, and enrich data to generate key insightsBook DescriptionAzure Data Factory (ADF) is

a modern data integration tool available on Microsoft Azure. This Azure Data Factory

Cookbook helps you get up and running by showing you how to create and execute your first

job in ADF. You’ll learn how to branch and chain activities, create custom activities, and

schedule pipelines. This book will help you to discover the benefits of cloud data warehousing,

Azure Synapse Analytics, and Azure Data Lake Gen2 Storage, which are frequently used for

big data analytics. With practical recipes, you’ll learn how to actively engage with analytical

tools from Azure Data Services and leverage your on-premise infrastructure with cloud-native

tools to get relevant business insights. As you advance, you’ll be able to integrate the most

commonly used Azure Services into ADF and understand how Azure services can be useful in

designing ETL pipelines. The book will take you through the common errors that you may

encounter while working with ADF and show you how to use the Azure portal to monitor

pipelines. You’ll also understand error messages and resolve problems in connectors and data

flows with the debugging capabilities of ADF.By the end of this book, you’ll be able to use ADF

as the main ETL and orchestration tool for your data warehouse or data platform projects.What

you will learnCreate an orchestration and transformation job in ADFDevelop, execute, and

monitor data flows using Azure SynapseCreate big data pipelines using Azure Data Lake and

ADFBuild a machine learning app with Apache Spark and ADFMigrate on-premises SSIS jobs

to ADFIntegrate ADF with commonly used Azure services such as Azure ML, Azure Logic

Apps, and Azure FunctionsRun big data compute jobs within HDInsight and Azure

DatabricksCopy data from AWS S3 and Google Cloud Storage to Azure Storage using ADF's

built-in connectorsWho this book is forThis book is for ETL developers, data warehouse and

ETL architects, software professionals, and anyone who wants to learn about the common and

not-so-common challenges faced while developing traditional and hybrid ETL solutions using

Microsoft's Azure Data Factory. You’ll also find this book useful if you are looking for recipes to

improve or enhance your existing ETL pipelines. Basic knowledge of data warehousing is

expected.Table of ContentsGetting Started with ADFOrchestration and Control FlowSetting up

a Cloud Data WarehouseWorking with Azure Data LakeWorking with Big Data – HDInsight and

DatabricksIntegration with MS SSISData Migration – Azure Data Factory and Other Cloud

ServicesWorking with Azure Services IntegrationManaging Deployment Processes with Azure

DevOpsMonitoring and Troubleshooting Data Pipelines
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EnjoyPrefaceAzure Data Factory (ADF) is a modern data integration tool available on Microsoft

Azure. This ADF cookbook helps you get up and running by showing you how to create and

execute your first job in ADF. You'll learn how to branch and chain activities, create custom

activities, and schedule pipelines. This book will help you to discover the benefits of cloud data

warehousing, specifically Azure Synapse Analytics and Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2, which

are frequently used for big data analytics. With practical recipes, you'll learn how to actively

engage with analytical tools from Azure data services and leverage your on-premises

infrastructure with cloud-native tools to get relevant business insights.As you advance, you'll be

able to integrate the most commonly used Azure services into ADF and understand how Azure

services can be useful in designing ETL pipelines. The book will take you through common

errors that you may encounter while working with ADF and guide you in using the Azure portal

to monitor pipelines. You'll also understand error messages and resolve problems in

connectors and data flows with the debugging capabilities of ADF.By the end of this book, you'll

be able to use ADF as the main ETL and orchestration tool for your data warehouse or data

platform projects.Who this book is forThis book is for ETL developers, data warehouse and

ETL architects, software professionals, and anyone who wants to learn about the common and

not-so-common challenges faced while developing traditional and hybrid ETL solutions using

Microsoft's ADF. You'll also find this book useful if you are looking for recipes to improve or

enhance your existing ETL pipelines. Basic knowledge of data warehousing is expected.What

this book coversChapter 1, Getting Started with ADF, will briefly show you the Azure data

platform. In this chapter, you will learn about the ADF interface and options as well as common

use cases. You will perform hands-on exercises in order to find ADF in the Azure portal and

create your first job.Chapter 2, Orchestration and Control Flow, will introduce you to the

building blocks of the data processing in Azure Data Factory. The chapter contains hands-on

exercises which show you how to set up linked services and datasets for your data sources,

use various types of activities, design data-processing workflows, and create triggers for the

data transfers.Chapter 3, Setting up a Cloud Data Warehouse, covers key features and

benefits of cloud data warehousing and Azure Synapse Analytics. You will learn how to

connect and configure Azure Synapse Analytics, load data, build transformation processes,

and operate data flows.Chapter 4, Working with Azure Data Lake, will go through the features

of Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2. This is multi-modal cloud storage that is frequently used for

big data analytics. We will load and manage the datasets that we will use for analytics in the

next chapter.Chapter 5, Working with Big Data – HDInsight and Databricks, is where we will

actively engage with analytical tools from the Azure data services. We will start with munging

data with Azure Databricks, then train some models on big data, and analyze them to draw

business insights. Also, we will go through Stream Analytics.Chapter 6, Integration with MS

SSIS, covers using the Azure data platform and ADF on-premises. This chapter will help you

leverage your on-premises infrastructure together with cloud-native tools to get relevant

business insights.Chapter 7, Data Migration – Azure Data Factory and Other Cloud Services,

explains how to use Azure Data factory to transfer data between Azure and other cloud

providers, such as AWS or Google Cloud, using ADF built-in connectors. We also show how to

integrate a provider not currently supported by a built-in ADF connector, using Dropbox as an

example.Chapter 8, Working with Azure Services Integration, will cover how to do integrations

of the most commonly used Azure services into ADF. You will also learn how Azure services



can be useful in designing ETL pipelines.Chapter 9, Managing Deployment Processes with

Azure DevOps, will cover the key features of Azure DevOps. You will learn how to build CI/CD

processes and continuous monitoring with Microsoft Azure. You will create a platform for

application deployment and integrate it with ADF.Chapter 10, Monitoring and Troubleshooting

Data Pipelines, will teach readers how to use the Azure Data Factory Monitor interface to

evaluate the progress of your data transfers, how to understand error messages and set up

alerts for the pipelines. This chapter contains hands-on recipes highlighting the debugging

capabilities of ADF.To get the most out of this bookBasic knowledge of data warehousing is

expected. You'll need an Azure subscription to follow all the recipes mentioned in the book. If

you're using a paid subscription, make sure to pause or delete the services after using them to

avoid high usage costs.If you are using the digital version of this book, we advise you to type

the code yourself or access the code via the GitHub repository (link available in the next

section). Doing so will help you avoid any potential errors related to the copying and pasting of

code.Download the example code filesYou can download the example code files for this book

from GitHub at . In case there's an update to the code, it will be updated on the existing GitHub

repository.We also have other code bundles from our rich catalog of books and videos

available at . Check them out!Download the color imagesWe also provide a PDF file that has

color images of the screenshots/diagrams used in this book. You can download it

here: .Conventions usedThere are a number of text conventions used throughout this

book.Code in text: Indicates code words in text, database table names, folder names,

filenames, file extensions, pathnames, dummy URLs, user input, and Twitter handles. Here is

an example: "Execute databricks configure --token in the Azure CLI."A block of code is set as

follows:from pyspark.ml.evaluation import RegressionEvaluatorregEval =

RegressionEvaluator(predictionCol="predictions", \labelCol="rating",

\metricName="mse")predictedTestDF = alsModel.transform(testDF)testMse =

regEval.evaluate(predictedTestDF)print('MSE on the test set is {0}'.format(testMse))When we

wish to draw your attention to a particular part of a code block, the relevant lines or items are

set in bold:CREATE TABLE [dbo].[CommonCrawlPartitions]([YearAndMonth][varchar](255)

NULL,[Path] [varchar](255) NULL,[UpdatedAt] [Datetime])Bold: Indicates a new term, an

important word, or words that you see onscreen. For example, words in menus or dialog boxes

appear in the text like this: Go to the Azure portal and find Azure Active Directory.Tips or

important notesAppear like this.SectionsIn this book, you will find several headings that appear

frequently (Getting ready, How to do it..., How it works..., There's more..., and See also).To give

clear instructions on how to complete a recipe, use these sections as follows:Getting readyThis

section tells you what to expect in the recipe and describes how to set up any software or any

preliminary settings required for the recipe.How to do it…This section contains the steps

required to follow the recipe.How it works…This section usually consists of a detailed

explanation of what happened in the previous section.There's more…This section consists of

additional information about the recipe in order to make you more knowledgeable about the

recipe.See alsoThis section provides helpful links to other useful information for the recipe.Get

in touchFeedback from our readers is always welcome.General feedback: If you have

questions about any aspect of this book, mention the book title in the subject of your message

and email us at customercare@packtpub.com.Errata: Although we have taken every care to

ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes do happen. If you have found a mistake in this

book, we would be grateful if you would report this to us. Please visit , selecting your book,

clicking on the Errata Submission Form link, and entering the details.Piracy: If you come

across any illegal copies of our works in any form on the Internet, we would be grateful if you



would provide us with the location address or website name. Please contact us at

copyright@packt.com with a link to the material.If you are interested in becoming an author: If

there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either writing or contributing

to a book, please visit .ReviewsPlease leave a review. Once you have read and used this book,

why not leave a review on the site that you purchased it from? Potential readers can then see

and use your unbiased opinion to make purchase decisions, we at Packt can understand what

you think about our products, and our authors can see your feedback on their book. Thank you!

For more information about Packt, please visit packt.com.Chapter 1: Getting Started with

ADFMicrosoft Azure is a public cloud vendor. It offers different services for modern

organizations. The Azure cloud has several key components, such as compute, storage,

databases, and networks. They serve as building blocks for any organization that wants to reap

the benefits of cloud computing. There are many benefits to using the cloud, including utilities,

metrics, elasticity, and security. Many organizations across the world already benefit from cloud

deployment and have fully moved to the Azure cloud. They deploy business applications and

run their business on the cloud. As a result, their data is stored in cloud storage and cloud

applications.Microsoft Azure offers a cloud analytics stack that helps us to build modern

analytics solutions, extract data from on-premises and the cloud, and use data for decision-

making progress, searching patterns in data, and deploying machine learning applications.In

this chapter we will meet Azure Data Platform services and meet main cloud data integration

service - Azure Data Factory (ADF). We will login to the Azure and navigate to the Data

Factories service in order to create the first data pipeline and run Copy activity. Then, we will

do the same exercise but will use different methods of data factories management and control

by using Python, PowerShell and Copy Data Tool.If you don't have an Azure account, we will

cover, how you can get a free Azure Account.In this chapter, we will cover the following

recipes:Introduction to the Azure data platformCreating and executing our first job in

ADFCreating an ADF pipeline by using the Copy Data toolCreate an ADF pipeline using

PythonCreating a data factory using PowerShellUsing templates to create ADF

pipelinesIntroduction to the Azure data platformThe Azure data platform provides us with a

number of data services for databases, data storage, and analytics. In Table 1.1, you can find a

list of services and their purpose:Table 1.1 – Azure data platform servicesUsing the Azure data

platform services can help you build a modern analytics solution that is secure and scalable.

The following diagram shows an example of a typical modern cloud analytics

architecture:Figure 1.1 – Modern analytics solution architectureYou can find most of the Azure

data platform services here. ADF is a core service for data movement and transformation.Let's

learn more about the reference architecture in Figure 1.1. It starts with source systems. We

can collect data from files, databases, APIs, IoT, and so on. Then, we can use Event Hubs for

streaming data and ADF for batch operations. ADF will push data into Azure Data Lake as a

staging area, and then we can prepare data for analytics and reporting in Azure Synapse

Analytics. Moreover, we can use Databricks for big data processing and machine learning

models. Power BI is an ultimate data visualization service. Finally, we can push data into Azure

Cosmos DB if we want to use data in business applications.Getting readyIn this recipe, we will

create a free Azure account, log in to the Azure portal, and locate ADF services. If you have an

Azure account already, you can skip the creation of the account and log straight into the

portal.How to do it...Open , then take the following steps:Click Start Free.You can sign in to

your existing Microsoft account or create a new one. Let's create one as an example.Enter an

email address in the format someone@example.com and click Next.Enter a password of your

choice.Verify your email by entering the code, and click Next.Fill in the information for your



profile (Country, Name, and so on). It will also require your credit card information.After you

have finished the account creation, it will bring you to the Microsoft Azure portal, as shown in

the following screenshot:Figure 1.2 – Azure portalNow, we can explore the Azure portal and

find Azure data services. Let's find Azure Synapse Analytics. In the search bar, enter Azure

Synapse Analytics and choose Azure Synapse Analytics (formerly SQL DW). It will open the

Synapse control panel, as shown in the following screenshot:Figure 1.3 – Azure Synapse

Analytics menuHere, we can launch a new instance of a Synapse data warehouse.Let's find

and create some data factories. In the next recipe, we will create a new data factory.Before

doing anything with ADF, though, let's review what we have covered about an Azure

account.How it works...Now that we have created a free Azure account, it gives us the

following benefits:12 months of free access to popular products$250 worth of credit25+ always-

free productsThe Azure account we created is free and you won't be charged unless you

choose to upgrade.Moreover, we discovered the Azure data platform products, which we will

use over the course of the book. The Azure portal has a friendly UI where we can easily locate,

launch, pause, or terminate the service. Aside from the UI, Azure offers us other ways of

communicating with Azure services, using the command-line interface (CLI), APIs, SDKs, and

so on.Using the Microsoft Azure portal, you can choose the Analytics category and it will show

you all the analytics services, as shown in the following screenshot:Figure 1.4 – Azure

analytics servicesWe just located Azure Synapse Analytics in the Azure portal. Next, we

should be able to create an ADF job.Creating and executing our first job in ADFADF allows us

to create workflows for transforming and orchestrating data movement. You may think of ADF

as an ETL (short for Extract, Transform, Load) tool for the Azure cloud and the Azure data

platform. ADF is Software as a Service (SaaS). This means that we don't need to deploy any

hardware or software. We pay for what we use. Often, ADF is referred to as a code-free ETL as

a service. The key operations of ADF are listed here:Ingest: Allows us to collect data and load

it into Azure data platform storage or any other target location. ADF has 90+ data

connectors.Control flow: Allows us to design code-free extracting and loading.Data flow: Allows

us to design code-free data transformations.Schedule: Allows us to schedule ETL jobs.Monitor:

Allows us to monitor ETL jobs.We have learned about the key operations in ADF. Next, we

should try them.Getting readyIn this recipe, we will continue on from the previous recipe, where

we found Azure Synapse Analytics in the Azure console. We will create a data factory using a

straightforward method – through the ADF UI via the Azure portal UI. It is important to have the

correct permissions in order to create a new data factory. In our example, we are a super

admin, and so we should be good to go.During the exercise, we will create a new resource

group. A resource group is a collection of resources that share the same life cycle,

permissions, and policies.How to do it...Let's get back to our data factory:If you have closed the

Data Factory console, you should open it again. Search for Data factories and click Enter.Click

Create data factory, or Add if you are on the Data factories screen, and it will open the project

details, where we will choose a subscription (in our case, Free Trial).We haven't created a

resource group yet. Click Create new and type the name ADFCookbook. Choose East US for

Region, give the name as ADFcookbookJob1-<YOUR NAME> (in my case, ADFcookbookJob1-

Dmitry), and leave the version as V2. Then, click Next: Git Configuration.We can use GitHub or

Azure DevOps. We won't configure anything yet and so we will select Configure Git later. Then,

click Next: Networking.We have an option to increase the security of our pipelines using

Managed Virtual Network and Private endpoint. For this recipe, we will use the default settings.

Click Next.Optionally, you can specify tags. Then, click Next: Review + Create. ADF will validate

your settings and will allow you to click Create.Azure will deploy the data factory. We can



choose our data factory and click Author and Monitor. This will open the ADF UI home page,

where we can find lots of useful tutorials and webinars.From the left panel, choose the blue

pencil icon, as shown in the following screenshot, and it will open a window where we will start

the creation of the pipeline. Choose New pipeline and it will open the pipeline1 window, where

we have to provide the following information: input, output, and compute. Add the name ADF-

cookbook-pipeline1 and click Validate All:Figure 1.5 – ADF resourcesWhen executing Step 8,

you will find out that you can't save the pipeline without the activity. For our new data pipeline,

we will do a simple copy data activity. We will copy the file from one blob folder to another. In

this chapter, we won't spend time on spinning resources such as databases, Synapse, or

Databricks. Later in this book, you will learn about using ADF with other data platform services.

In order to copy data from Blob storage, we should create an Azure storage account and a blob

container.Let's create the Azure storage account. Go to All Services | Storage | Storage

Accounts.Click + Add.Use our Free Trial subscription. For the resource group, we will use

ADFCookbook. Give a name for the storage account, such as adfcookbookstorage, then click

Review and Create. The name should be unique to you.Click Go to Resource and select

Containers:Figure 1.6 – Azure storage account UIClick + Container and enter the name

adfcookbook.Now, we want to upload a data file into the SalesOrders.txt file. You can get this

file from the book's GitHub account. Go to the adfcookbook container and click Upload. We will

specify the folder name as input. We just uploaded the file to the cloud! You can find it with the /

container/folder/file – adfcookbook/input/SalesOrders.txt path.Next, we can go back to ADF. In

order to finish the pipeline, we should add an input dataset and create a new linked service.In

the ADF studio, click the Managed icon from the left sidebar. This will open the linked services.

Click + New and choose Azure Blob Storage, then click Continue.We can optionally change the

name or leave it as the default, but we have to specify the subscription and choose the storage

account that we just created.Click Test Connection and if all is good, click Create.Next, we will

add a dataset. Go to our pipeline and click New dataset, as shown in the following

screenshot:Figure 1.7 – ADF resourcesChoose Azure Blob Storage and click Continue.

Choose the Binary format type for our text file and click Continue.Now, we can specify the

AzureBlobStorage1 linked services and we will specify the path to the adfcookbook/input/

SalesOrders.txt file and click Create.We can give the name of the dataset in Properties. Type in

SalesOrdersDataset and click Validate all. We shouldn't encounter any issues with data.We

should add one more dataset as the output for our job. Let's create a new dataset with the

name SalesOrdersDatasetOutput.Now, we can go back to our data pipeline. We couldn't save

it when we created it without a proper activity. Now, we have all that we need in order to finish

the pipeline. Add the new pipeline and give it the name ADF-cookbook-pipeline1. Then, from

the activity list, expand Move & transform and drag and drop the Copy data step to the

canvas.We have to specify the parameters of the step – the source and sink information. Click

the Source tab and choose our dataset, SalesOrdersDataset.Click the Sink tab and choose

SalesOrdersDatasetOutput. This will be our output folder.Now, we can publish two datasets

and one pipeline.Then, we can trigger our pipeline manually. Click Add trigger, as shown in the

following screenshot:Figure 1.8 – ADF canvas with the Copy data activitySelect Trigger Now. It

will launch our job.We can click on Monitor from the left sidebar and find the pipeline runs. In

the case of failure, we can pick up the logs here and find the root cause. In our case, the ADF-

cookbook-pipeline1 pipeline succeeds. In order to see the outcome, we should go to Azure

Storage and open our container. You can find the additional Output folder and a file named

SalesOrders.txt there.We just created our first job using the UI. Let's learn more about

ADF.How it works...Using the ADF UI, we created a new pipeline – an ETL job. We specified



input and output datasets and used Azure Blob storage as a linked service. The linked service

itself is a kind of connection string. ADF is using the linked service in order to connect external

resources. On the other hand, we have datasets. They represent the data structure for the data

stores. We performed the simple activity of copying data from one folder to another. After the

job ran, we reviewed the Monitor section with the job run logs.There's more...An ADF pipeline

is a set of config JSON files. You can also view the JSON for each pipeline, dataset, and so on

in the portal by clicking the three dots in the top-right corner. We are using the UI in order to

create the configuration file and run the job. You can review the config JSON file by

downloading a JSON file, as shown in the following figure:Figure 1.9 – Downloading the

pipeline config filesThis will save the archive file. Extract it and you will find a folder with the

following subfolders:DatasetLinkedServicePipelineEach folder has a corresponding JSON

config file.See alsoYou can find more information about ADF from this Microsoft video,

Introduction to Azure Data Factory: .Creating an ADF pipeline by using the Copy Data toolWe

just reviewed how to create the ADF job using UI. However, we can also use the Copy Data

tool (CDT). The CDT allows us to load data into Azure storage faster. We don't need to set up

linked services, pipelines, and datasets as we did in the previous recipe. In other words,

depending on your activity, you can use the ADF UI or the CDT. Usually, we will use the CDT

for simple load operations, when we have lots of data files and we would like to ingest them

into Data Lake as fast as possible.Getting readyIn this recipe, we will use the CDT in order to

do the same task of copying data from one folder to another.How to do it...We created the ADF

job with the UI. Let's review the CDT:In the previous recipe, we created the Azure Blob storage

instance and container. We will use the same file and the same container. However, we have to

delete the file from the output location.Go to Azure Storage Accounts, choose

adfcookbookstorage, and click Containers. Choose adfcookbook. Go to the Output folder and

delete the SalesOrders.txt file.Now, we can go back to the Data Factories portal. On the home

page, we can see the icon for copy data. Click on it. It will open with the CPD wizard. Give it the

name CDP-copy-job and choose Run once now. Click Next.Click Create a new connection.

Choose the free trial subscription and adfcookbookstorage as the account name. It will create

the AzureBlobStorage2 connection. Click Next.You can browse the blob storage and you will

find the filename. The path should look like adfcookbook/input/SalesOrders.txt. Mark Binary

copy. When we are choosing the binary option, the file will be treated as binaries and won't

enforce the schema. This is a great option to just copy the file as is. Click Next.Next, we will

choose the destination. Choose AzureBlobStorage2 and click Next. Enter the adfcookbook/

output output path and click Next until you reach the end. As a result, you should get a similar

output as I have, as you can see in the following screenshot:Figure 1.10 – CDT UIIf we go to

the storage account, we will find that CDT copied data into the Output folder.We have created

a copy job using CDT.How it works...CPD basically created the data pipeline for us. If you go to

ADF author, you will find a new job and new datasets.There's more...You can learn more about

the CDT at the Microsoft documentation page: .Creating an ADF pipeline using PythonWe can

use PowerShell, .NET, and Python for ADF deployment and data integration automation. Here

is an extract from the Microsoft documentation:Azure Automation delivers a cloud-based

automation and configuration service that provides consistent management across your Azure

and non-Azure environments. It consists of process automation, update management, and

configuration features. Azure Automation provides complete control during deployment,

operations, and decommissioning of workloads and resources.In this recipe, we want to cover

the Python scenario because Python is one of the most popular languages for analytics and

data engineering. We will use Jupyter Notebook with example code.Getting readyFor this



exercise, we will use Python in order to create a data pipeline and copy our file from one folder

to another. We need to use the azure-mgmt-datafactory and azure-mgmt-resource Python

packages as well as some others.How to do it...We will create data factory pipeline using

Python. We will start from preparation steps.We will start with the deletion of our file in the

output directory. Go to Azure Storage Accounts, choose adfcookbookstorage, and click

Containers. Choose adfcookbook. Go to the Output folder and delete the SalesOrders.txt

file.We will install the Azure management resources Python package by running this command

from the CLI. In my example, I used Terminal on macOS:pip install azure-mgmt-resourceNext,

we will install the ADF Python package by running this command from the CLI:pip install azure-

mgmt-datafactoryAlso, I installed these packages in order to run code from Jupyter:pip install

msrestazurepip install azure.mgmt.datafactorypip install azure.identityWhen we finish installing

the Python packages, we should use these packages in order to create the data pipeline,

datasets, and linked service, as well as to run the code. Python gives us flexibility and we could

embed this into our analytics application or Spark/Databricks.The code itself is quite big and

you can find the code in the attachment to this chapter, ADF_Python_Run.ipynb. This is the

Jupyter notebook. It has 10 sections, and you can run them one by one and see the output.In

order to control Azure resources from the Python code, we have to register the app with Azure

Active Directory and assign a contributor role to this app in Identity and Access Management

(IAM) under our subscription. We have to get tenant_id, client_id, and client_secret.Go to

Azure Active Directory and click App registrations. Click + New registration. Enter the name

ADFcookbookapp and click Register. From the app properties, you have to copy

Application(client)ID and Directory (tenant)ID.Still in ADFcookbookapp, go to Certificates &

secrets on the left sidebar. Click + New client secret and add new client secret. Copy the

value.Next, we should give permissions to our app. Go to the subscriptions. Choose Free Trial.

Click on Access control (IAM). Click on Add role assignments. Select the Contributor role.

Assign access to a user, group, or service principal. Finally, search for our app,

ADFcookbookapp, and click Save. As a result, we just granted access to the app and we can

use these credentials in our Python code.Open ADF_Python_Run.ipynb and make sure that

you have all the libraries in place by execute the first code block. You can open the file in

Jupyter Notebook:from azure.identity import ClientSecretCredentialfrom

azure.mgmt.datafactory import DataFactoryManagementClientfrom

azure.mgmt.datafactory.models import *from msrest.authentication import

BasicTokenAuthenticationfrom azure.core.pipeline.policies import

BearerTokenCredentialPolicyfrom azure.core.pipeline import PipelineRequest,

PipelineContextfrom azure.core.pipeline.transport import HttpRequestfrom azure.identity

import DefaultAzureCredentialYou should run this piece without any problems. If you encounter

an issue, it means you are missing the Python package. Make sure that you have installed all

of the packages. Run sections 2 and 3 in the notebook. You can find the notebook in the

GitHub repository with the book files.In section 4, Authentificate Azure, you have to enter the

tenant_id, client_id, and client_secret values. The resource group and data factory name we

can leave as is. Then, run sections 4 and 5.The Python code will also interact with the Azure

storage account and we should provide the storage account name and key. For this chapter,

we are using the adfcookbookstorage storage account and you can find the key under the

Access keys section of this storage account menu. Copy the key value and paste it into section

6, Created a Linked Service, and run it.In sections 7 and 8, we are creating input and output

datasets. You can run the code as is. In section 9, we will create the data pipeline and specify

the CopyActivity activity.Finally, we will run the pipeline at section 10, Create a pipeline run.In



section 17, Monitor a pipeline run, we will check the output of the run. We should get the

following:Pipeline run status: SucceededWe just created an ADF job with Python. Let's add

more details.How it works...We used Azure Python packages in order to control Azure

resources. We registered an app in order to authenticate the Python code and granted

contributor permissions. Using Jupyter Notebook, we ran the code step by step and created a

data factory, as well as executed the copy command.There's more...We used notebooks in

order to demonstrate the sequence of steps and its output. We can also create a Python file

and run it.See alsoThere are lots of useful resources available online about the use of Python

for ADF. Here are a few of them:Serverless Python in ADF:ADF libraries for Python:Tutorial:

Run Python scripts through ADF using Azure Batch:Creating a data factory using

PowerShellOften, we don't have access to the UI and we want to create infrastructure as code.

It is easily maintainable and deployable and allows us to track versions and have code commit

and change requests. In this recipe, we will use PowerShell in order to create a data factory. If

you have never used PowerShell before, you can find information about how to get PowerShell

and install it onto your machine at the end of this recipe.Getting readyFor this exercise, we will

use PowerShell in order to create a data pipeline and copy our file from one folder to

another.How to do it…Let's create an ADF job using PowerShell.In the case of macOS, we can

run the following command to install PowerShell:brew install powershell/tap/powershellCheck

that it is working:pwshOptionally, we can download PowerShell for our OS from .Next, we have

to install the Azure module. Run the following command:Install-Module -Name Az -

AllowClobberNext, we should connect to the Azure account by running this command:Connect-

AzAccountIt will ask us to open the https://microsoft.com/devicelogin page and enter the code

for authentication, and will tell us something like this:Account SubscriptionName

TenantId Environment -------

---------------- -------- -----------

datalearn4all@gmail.com Free Trial 1c204124 -0ceb-41de-b366-1983c14c1628

AzureCloud Run the command in order to check the Azure subscription:Get-

AzSubscriptionNow, we can create a data factory. As usual, we should specify the resource

group:$resourceGroupName = "ADFCookbook"Then, run the code that will create or update

the existing resource group:$ResGrp = New-AzResourceGroup $resourceGroupName -

location 'East US'You can choose your region, then specify the ADF name:$dataFactoryName

= "ADFCookbook-PowerShell"Now, we can run the command that will create a data factory

under our resource group:$DataFactory = Set-AzDataFactoryV2 -ResourceGroupName

$ResGrp.ResourceGroupName `-Location $ResGrp.Location -Name $dataFactoryNameAs a

result, PowerShell will create for us a new data factory.The next steps would be the same as

we did in Python – creating a linked service, datasets, and pipeline. In the case of PowerShell,

we should use JSON config files where we would specify the parameters.We used PowerShell

in order to create an ADF job. Let's add more details.How it works...We used PowerShell in

order to connect to Azure and control Azure resources. We created a new data factory using

the PowerShell command. In the same way, we can create datasets, data flows, linked

services, and pipelines using JSON files for configuration, and then execute the command with

PowerShell. For example, we can define a JSON file for the input dataset using the following

code block:{"name": "InputDataset","properties": {"linkedServiceName": {"referenceName":

"AzureStorageLinkedService","type": "LinkedServiceReference"},"annotations": [],"type":

"Binary","typeProperties": {"location": {"type": "AzureBlobStorageLocation","fileName":

"emp.txt","folderPath": "input","container": "adftutorial"}}}}Save it as input.json and then execute

the following PowerShell command:Set-AzDataFactoryV2Dataset -DataFactoryName



$DataFactory.DataFactoryName `-ResourceGroupName $ResGrp.ResourceGroupName -

Name "InputDataset" `-DefinitionFile ".\Input.json"This command will create a dataset for our

data factory.There's more...You can learn about the use of PowerShell with ADF by reviewing

the available samples from Microsoft at .See alsoYou can refer to the following links to get

more information about the use of PowerShell:You can find information about installing Azure

PowerShell on Windows here:If you have macOS, you can use this doc:Using templates to

create ADF pipelinesModern organizations are operating in a fast-pace environment. It is

important to deliver insights faster and have shorter analytics iterations. Moreover, Azure found

that many organizations have similar use cases for their modern cloud analytics deployments.

As a result, Azure built a number of predefined templates. For example, if you have data in

Ebook Tops S3 and you want to copy it into Azure Data Lake, you can find a specific template

for this operation; or say you want to move an on-premises Oracle data warehouse to the

Azure Synapse Analytics data warehouse – you are covered with ADF templates.Getting ready
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Pete, “Good book. This is a good book on ADF. It definitely could use a revision.”

Rachael F., “A great intro to ADF. Learned enough to learn about ADF and get me comfortable

at work”

Dimitri Shvorob, “A welcome option. As of August 2021, there are only two ADF books worth

considering - this one, and "Azure Data Factory by Example" by Richard Swinbank. You ought

to see both.Swinbank's is a better-written book that really focuses on ADF - outside of ADF,

only SSIS, Azure Key Vault and Azure DevOps come up, quite naturally - and goes deeper.

"Azure Data Factory Cookbook", on the other hand, is a Packt-standard quick-and-dirty offering

that takes a broader view, and considers ADF alongside other Azure tools: those enter the

picture as “sources” or ”sinks” for ADF data flows, or subjects of orchestration by ADF.Four

authors have split different Azure products between themselves; if you are only interested in

some of these products, the book’s useful page count will be reduced, and perhaps you will get

by reasonably well with free online resources. However, “Azure Data Factory Cookbook" will

make your life easier, will make you aware of things that ADF can do - how do you google

something you don't know exists? - and is an aid definitely worth exploring.PS. The author of

the chapter on Azure DevOps mentions that you need an “Azure license”. How do I get one? ;)”

Naga Pakalapati, “Good to have in your toolkit: Get's you up and running quickly. DISCLAIMER:

I received this book from the publisher for review. My opinion is completely unbiased and solely

from an developer/reader point of view.Overall Review: I found this book to be quite resourceful

to quickly introduce you to all the important concepts around ADF with hands-on examples and

scenarios. This will be very useful to someone starting new with ADF and also to those who

are experienced to get familiar with new concepts and new ways to do things. (***I myself used

some of the concepts to improve some of the pipelines at work**)What I like:- Neatly structured

for easy reading and understanding. Exaclty how a cookbook should be.- Liked the way how

technical requirements are well layed out before each chapter to make things easy.- Probably

the best thing about this book is, along with covering important how-to concepts of ADF, this

book also get's you familiar with ADF integration with other Azure service like Synapse, ML,

Databricks, ADLS etc.- Provides links to helpful resources if you want to dig deep into the

concepts introduced.What I don't like:There isn't much that is totally off with this book, but I

personally felt that in places where the book says to "use this piece of code" needed better

explanation on how the code works. Though every chapter has its own "How it works" section



to explain what was done, additional explanation would be helpful.One other thing is, in

Chapter 3 following the instructions as is may not give you straight results as expected. I had to

make minor adjustments based on the errors recived (Probably this is a best way to learn for

someone who likes to debug issue, but will be frustrating for those who are new or like things to

work as mentioned).What I would like to see:As mentioned earlier, this book is resourceful in

many ways but I would have liked to see some information on below points:- A section collating

all roles and permissions with access level. (This is explained as when required in some places

but a dedicated section would be more informative).- Features that are missing or not availbe

out of the box (but acheivable with workarounds) in ADF compared to traditional ETL/ELT tools.

This will be useful to those who are experienced in other integration/orchestration tools and

trying out ADF. (Though this may not be a need to have in a cookbook but its nice to have).”

NATESAN, “Azure Data factory - Review. Disclaimer: The publisher asked me to review this

book and gave me a review copy. I promise to be 100% honest in how I feel about this book,

both the good and the less so.OverviewThis book is intended for someone who has to start

working in Azure Data factory with very less knowledge. This is exclusively for the Developers

and will be their cheat sheet to get the job done.What I Like:This book serves as a real

cookbook to get the work done for Developers or DevOps Engineers in Azure Data Factory. I

like the way how the table of contents is structured which makes it very easy to natigate

through the book. It started with Creating the ADF using different tools, Control flow, setting the

warehouse, Big Data, SSIS and Data Migration. It almost handled all the possible workflow

within the Azure Data factory. I like the references link provided in "See Also" section. All the

links takes to the Azure Libraries, which is of great advantage. Anyone refers this book not only

can understand what is been mentioned here, also can go through the Azure Documentation

using the referred link. This book serves more like a cheat sheet for any Begineer Data

Engineers to perform his job. The Screenshots are provided throughout all the section of the

book which makes easy to understand and perform the task. The standard structure used in

this cookbook makes it easy to read through and focus on what you need.What I Don't

Like:This is a great cheatsheet for whomever is currently a newbie to Azure Data Factory. But

at the same time, little more introduction on the Cloud, different flavors/vendors of Cloud, What

is Azure and the introdution of Azure Data Factory would have been a great help. Different

ways to perform the work is provided, but little more information on why there are different

ways to perform and the best optimal ways should have been mentioned.What I Would Like to

See:Different ways to perform the work is provided, but little more information on why there are

different ways to perform and the best optimal ways should have been mentioned. As a

cookbook, now only the "How to " part, also the "Why" part should be covered in the high level.

I would like to see the usecases on each of the section. For example, In Chapter 5, Working

with BigData – HDInsight and Databricks I expected few more information on what is HD

Insight and how it is different from Apache Hadoop and other distributions. In what kind of

projects the HD Insights and Databricks can work together so that whomever is working will

know the Business and application point of view as well.I can easily give this book a 5 out of 5

as a Cheatsheet, but giving 4 as expected the Why and Application side of it.”

Sathishkumar Chinnadurai, “Good. Good”

The book by Dmitry Anoshin has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 20 people have provided feedback.
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